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Executive Summary
The StartEast programme provides support to cultural enterprises in Norfolk and
Suffolk. This project, part funded by European Development Fund and the Arts
Council England’s Local Creative Growth Fund, is led by Norfolk Council County
on behalf of the New Anglia LEP. Suffolk County Council is a strategic partner
and New Wolsey Theatre in Ipswich leads on the delivery.
The StartEast programme launched on the 15 May 2017. This interim report
considers the first year of activity and provides insights into the experiences of
participants and the delivery team with the aim of informing delivery. It also sets
out the baseline for key outcome indicators and provides early insights into the
impact the programme is having.
Overall, the StartEast programme is delivering high quality, much needed
support to the cultural sector in New Anglia. Despite some delays in the
programme and early staffing issues, delivery is catching up and the
programme is starting to deliver well on its ERDF outputs. The high level of
interest in the programme indicates a latent demand for this type of support, as
well as StartEast effectively galvanising existing local networks to reach
potential participants.
To date, StartEast has delivered:
- over 2,300 hours of support
- one to one support session to over 140 businesses
- networking events for over 200 businesses
- 34 grant offers
Participants are generally positive about the programme, on the whole they find
the support appropriate and valuable. It is providing support that would not
otherwise be available in New Anglia. Part of the project’s uniqueness is it is
based on the premise that making money from creative practice is acceptable
and even encouraged, which is distinct from many other artist support
programmes.

The Network Jams have been a strong feature of the first year of the
programme. These are a valuable opportunity for geographically dispersed,
sometime isolated practitioners to meet, share experiences and forge
connections.
The delivery model – that of a small core team and a wider network of advisers has provided challenges both in terms of commissioning and management.
However, the project team have been working to improve this. The process and
documentation required by the ERDF funding is constraining certain aspects of
delivery, however the team’s power to change this is limited.
The emerging outcomes findings presented are indicative. The sample size of
the quantitative survey data is still small and we would not have expected some
of the outcomes (particularly about longer term change) to have developed so
soon after support has been received. The final evaluation report will include
more detailed analysis of outcomes by sector and type of support received.
Initial indicators suggest a positive uplift in turnover for participants, something
that will be explored in more detail in the final report. The enrolment data
indicate a high proportion of participants are already working in social settings
when they join the programme. However, participants report to be doing more
work in these settings following completion of StartEast.
StartEast has been particularly successful in attracting early stage and start-up
enterprises. How this manifests in terms of economic impact and business
survival will become clearer over the next year.
One of the core programme’s aims is changing the attitudes, aspirations and
behaviours of participants. There is some early evidence that the support is
having an impact in this area with over 90% of participants indicating they have
more ambition for their business, are more motivated to grow and feel more
motivated and enthusiastic as a result of the StartEast support.
There is also early tentative evidence that StartEast is helping businesses feel
more connected, develop a clearer vision, set financial goals and generate new
opportunities for their businesses.
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The overall level of engagement of the cultural sector with other business
support provision remains low. It should be possible for the programme to help
embed the needs of the sector in the general business support provision,
although a strategic approach to this is required.
Considering the progress of the project to date and insights from the evaluation
research, we make the following recommendations:
— ensure collection of accurate and complete enrolment data
— explore opportunities to stretch those participants from more developed
enterprises
— enable more participants to receive support from the same adviser over a
longer period of time, so they can have more time to implement, reflect and
review between support
— develop opportunities to share with and listen to advisers
— continue to adapt the grant approval process and improve transparency
— explore how StartEast could contribute to new cultural infrastructure projects
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1. Introduction

1.2 Rationale for intervention

This report sets out the interim findings of the StartEast evaluation. It covers
activity of the project from May 2017, when the programme launched, to May
2018.

The cultural sector is an important employer in the New Anglia area. Research
commissioned by the New Anglia LEP indicates that the sector accounts for an
estimated 5,815 jobs in Norfolk and Suffolk and a higher proportion of people
work in the sector in New Anglia than the national average. Also, as with
elsewhere in the country, the sector has exhibited strong growth in recent years.

1.1 Project overview
StartEast provides support to cultural practitioners, organisations and
enterprises in Norfolk and Suffolk. It aims to build a resilient, enterprising,
sustainable and diverse cultural sector in New Anglia. Led by Norfolk County
Council, on behalf of the New Anglia Cultural Board, it draws together a
partnership of key sector organisations, including Suffolk County Council. New
Wolsey Theatre is delivery partner, contracted to lead on support activity.
StartEast is funded by the Arts Council Creative Local Growth Fund (£500,000)
and the European Regional Development Fund (£609,769), as well as receiving
in-kind funding from project partners.
Following some initial contractual delays, the project launched in May 2017 and
was received by buoyant demand from the sector. Since then, over 240 cultural
practitioners and enterprises have enrolled on the programme – receiving
support through networking events, one-to-one meetings and grants. The
programme is set to continue until the end of September 2019.
Building on regional strengths and local networks as well as the expertise of the
delivery partner, StartEast primarily focuses on the performing arts and those
activities which support that sector.
The StartEast programme supports / is a key delivery strand of Culture Drives
Growth, the East of England’s Cultural Strategy (2016-2022). StartEast aims to
contribute across all of the strategy’s six priority objectives with clear
contribution to growing the number of creative jobs, delivering creative talent
and increasing cultural diversity.

Despite the sector’s strengths it faces some key challenges. First, it is
characterised by high numbers of sole traders, freelancers and SMEs. Although
these can be an important engine for growth, productivity in small businesses
generally lags larger firms. Wages for self-employed people are typically a third
less than those in employment1. Second, New Anglia ranks as one of the worst
areas nationally for enterprise and business formation despite an ongoing
enterprise boom throughout much of the UK2. Third, the largely rural geography
of the New Anglia area can also be challenging. Many of the micro-businesses
working in the sector may not have the opportunity to meet, learn from each
other and share information.
Although general business support provision exists in the area, cultural
organisations are not participating in this existing provision. Before StartEast, a
survey of cultural organisations in the area indicated that 4.5% of those
surveyed had accessed the Growth Hub. The StartEast programme has been
designed by the sector for the specific needs of the sector, with the aim of being
more accessible to cultural organisations than other support on offer.
The work delivered by cultural enterprises and organisations lead to benefits
outside the purely economic sphere. Cultural activity can help to shape a place
and bring about improvements in the local community, local built environment
and health and well-being. There are specific opportunities for cultural
organisations to work in social settings (health, education, care and community).
Research undertaken before the application for StartEast indicates that 77% of

1

Understanding Self-employment, Enterprise Research Centre https://www.enterpriseresearch.ac.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2016/07/ERC-InsightPap-Enrico-final.pdf

2

New Anglia Economic Strategy Evidence Report
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cultural organisations saw opportunities to expand their work in health,
education and social care.

1.3 Overarching objectives
StartEast has four overarching objectives:

— To deliver effective, targeted, specialist business support to SMEs and startups in the cultural sector, with the purpose of establishing an enterprising,
entrepreneurial approach to growth.

— To ensure sustainable opportunities for cultural businesses to access growth
and support. This involves working with other business support providers to
embed the needs of the sector in this support.

— To develop a network of cultural enterprises working locally in education,
youth, health and community settings.

— To reach, engage and support a diverse range of people, ensuring that the
cultural enterprises supported reflect the diversity of our community.
One key aim for the programme is behaviour change for the
businesses/creative practitioners involved with the programme, with the aim of
raising their aspirations for growth.

The role of this interim report is three-fold. First, to provide insight into the
activities delivered to date, the experience of the participants and delivery team
with the view of informing how the programme continues to develop (formative
evaluation). Second, to set out baseline information, drawing on information
provided by participants on enrolment and other sources. Third, to provide early
insights into the impact the programme is having.
This report draws together data from the following activities
— Enrolment (baseline) and programme management data from 239 enrolled
participants provided by the project team
— Quarterly output claims
— Analysis of completion survey sent to 60 participants who have received 12
(or more) hours more of support from StartEast (42 valid responses)
— Baseline data collection from other business support providers
— Interviews with six beneficiaries, selected by project staff
— Interviews with six project staff and advisers, selected by project staff and
including team members from New Wolsey theatre.
— 13 interviews with participants who attended an initial event but then did not
continue with the programme

1.4 Role of the evaluation and interim report
The overarching StartEast evaluation provides a holistic evaluation – combining
the specific requirements of the ERDF funding with a wider assessment of
success base on the projects aims and objectives and the context in the New
Anglia area.
The evaluation is driven by a theory of change which is set out in the appendix
of this document.
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2. Activities and outputs
2.1 Enrolment
Demand for the programme has been much stronger than was originally
envisaged and suggests a significant latent demand for this type of support. At
the launch in May 2017 51 practitioners and enterprises signed up for the
programme and each networking event sees around 30-40 new participants.
The team have successfully engaged with existing networks to promote the
support widely across the geographical area.

“

I have been amazed and impressed that StartEast has
managed to engage so many people in such a short
time

Figure 1 Primary sector of participants
Textiles
Crafts
Interdisciplinary Arts
Film
Festivals
Design
Dance
Literature
Theatre
Music
Visual Arts
Community Art
Performing Arts

2.4%
2.4%
3.2%
3.2%
3.2%
4.0%
4.8%
5.6%
7.9%
10.3%
11.1%
11.1%
14.3%

BOP Consulting, n=126

Since the start, very few have decided not to continue with the StartEast
programme. Only 29 people who have attended an initial networking event
have not gone on to receive further support. Their experiences are explored in
section 3.4.
Data supplied by the StartEast team indicates there are 239 participants
enrolled in the programme (to May 2018). In terms of the sub-sector split of the
enterprises support, participants were asked to identify their ‘primary’ sector,
with the understanding that many will work across a number of art forms. The
largest group identified their primary sector to be performing arts, community
arts and visual arts. When theatre and performing arts are combined, these
make up more than one in five participants on the programme.

2.2 Activity
Overall so far, the programme has delivered over 2,300 hours of support to 239
businesses/creative practitioners. An average of nearly ten hours per business.
Figure 2 Amount of support received
Hours of support

Number of businesses

Between 2 and 6

99

6 to 11

56

12 to 16

40

Over 16

44

Source: BOP Consulting analysis of StartEast programme management data, n=239
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So far, StartEast has delivered ten network jams and two open space events as
well as over 400 hours of one to one support.

discussion about aspirations or governance. A total of 148 participants have
experienced one-to-one support at this stage.

Figure 3 Nature of support received

The grants have been a draw for many participants. These are valued between
£1,000 and £10,000 and grants can cover investment in equipment, training or
expert consultancy. By the end of the second quarter 2018, 34 grants had been
awarded.

Type of support

Number of
participants

1-1 Adviser Session (Face-To-Face)
1-1 Adviser Session (Phone/Web-Based)

112
36

Group Workshop

117

Network Event

221

Seminar

45

Webinar

20

Other

11

Source: BOP Consulting analysis of StartEast programme management data, n=239

Attendance at networking events (called Network Jams) is part of the
enrolment process. Their purpose is to introduce the StartEast programme and
bring together practitioners who are from remote locations and would otherwise
not have the opportunity to meet other practitioners. They continue to be a
chance to share their experiences and aspirations, and develop new
collaborations and networks. To date, a total of 221 participants have attended
these jams.
Many of these networking events incorporated a group workshop or seminar
looking at a particular area (e.g. social media, tax, applying for Arts Council
funding). To date, 117 and 45 participants have taken part in group workshops
and seminars respectively.
One to one sessions take place in person or over the phone and are tailored to
the needs of the business. They can involve working on specific tasks such as
developing a case flow forecast or a grant application, or they can be a broader

As Figure 4 suggests, the focus for much of the activity to date has been around
business planning and financial forecasting, product and market development
and communications and PR.
Figure 4 Content of support received (number of participants)
Reaching international markets 2
Equality and diversity legislation 2
Sustainable development 9
Legal and business governance 13
Grants
36
Finance and investment options
Communications, marketing and PR
Product development, market…
Business planning and financial…

74
146
170
184

Source: BOP Consulting analysis of StartEast programme management data, n=239

Delivery of activities to target groups
Supporting a diverse group of businesses is a key objective for the project and
the project team closely track the characteristics of the practitioners enrolled on
the programme. The latest available figures indicate that StartEast is above
target for all their three diversity groups as Figure 5 indicates.
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Figure 5 Supporting a diverse sector

2.3 Outputs

Participants on the
programme

Target

Figure to May 2018

Women

50%

68%

BAME

5%

8%

Disabled (registered)

5%

11%

Figure 6 sets out progress to delivery of the key ERDF outputs. The latest
information is available to the end of quarter 1 2018 (Jan-March). This is the
third delivery quarter of nine.
Although the project is still catching up with early delays, most output indicator
figures are encouraging. StartEast has over 240 businesses enrolled on the
programme, working towards the 12 hours of support required by ERDF output
C1 and C4. The programme is performing well on supporting new enterprises
and pre-start-up participants.
The output concerning the grant delivery only captures those who have
completed (spent and claimed) the grant. The programme is now delivering
grants well, although it will take the output indicator to show this. By the end of
Q1, the project had awarded 24 grants (to 22 participants) and by end of Q2
they had awarded 34 grants (to 31 new participants).
Employment is an area of underperformance to date. Due to ERDF rules, this
cannot include self-employed or freelance opportunities. This is a challenge for
the project as the vast majority of participants in the programme are micro
businesses and creative sector enterprises often grow through their supply
chain, by employing more freelancers, rather than taking on new employees.
The project team are focusing on this output shortfall and considering the best
way to tackle it.
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Figure 6 Progress to ERDF outputs

ERDF
reference
number

ERDF definition

Link to output in theory of change
diagram and original project target

C1

Number of Enterprises Enterprise support (target 180)
Receiving Support

C2

Number of Enterprises Enterprises receiving grant (target 60)
Receiving Grants

C4

Number of enterprises receiving non-financial support

C5

New enterprises
supported

P11

Number of potential
Number of potential cultural entrepreneurs
entrepreneurs assisted assisted to be enterprise ready (target 30)
to be enterprise ready

C8

Employment increase
in supported
enterprises

New enterprises support (target 15)

New jobs created (target 10)

Claimed to Total for
end Q1
project
2018

Percentage
completion

Link to project target (see
appendix for full list

49

180

27% To support at least 180
enterprises

1

60

2%

49

166

30%

6

15

34%

16

30

53% To develop pathways to
enable at least 30 potential
cultural entrepreneurs to be
enterprise ready

0

10

0% To create at least 10 new jobs
in enterprises supported
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3. Feedback on support and delivery
3.1 Overall experience
Overall the participants and the consultees are positive about StartEast. Over
92% of participants who completed the 12 hours of support would recommend
the programme to others (n=42). The words used to describe the programme
are largely positive and when asked to describe the programme in three words
people used words like inspiring, nurturing, vibrant, and invaluable. There were
a couple of respondents who had a less positive experience describing it as
‘frustrating’ and the programme as ‘troubled’. But views like these were in the
minority.

“
“

An amazing programme with a brilliant team - invaluable
for us at this stage
StartEast gives me the ability to see that I can achieve
what I want to achieve – and that I’m not alone

Among consultees, the one-to-one sessions were particularly useful for
support that needed to be bespoke to their specific business needs, such as
reviewing and developing their board, business planning, and knowing their
unique selling point (USP).

“

We’ve been to other advisers but they have been more
art focused – they were good, but with StartEast, the
one on one support makes it much more relevant to a
cultural business like us

An external voice from a respected expert similarly opened the conversation to
other needs. One consultee explained how their development grew. Their initial
work with StartEast was an on-site workshop focused on diversifying their board
of trustees. The success of this empowered the beneficiary to convince their
colleagues that they also needed to modernise their IT system through a grant
application – which is now in place. Beyond the operational benefits of a better
IT system, this showed a clear change in behaviour amongst the board of
trustees; a recognition for the need to invest in their assets. It was felt that this
wouldn’t have been possible without the grant and that initial external
authoritative voice.
One-on-one support also helped beneficiaries to focus their ideas and prioritise
their needs.

“

I’m such a magpie… I want to do everything and always
have new ideas. It was great to have that voice helping
me focus on certain ones

The ‘Network Jams’ were seen as a hugely valuable opportunity to meet others
and make connections. The workshops were found, on occasion, to be less
valuable. These were typically because the beneficiary felt the sessions were
too basic for their needs and instead were more suited for those at the start-up
level who had a broader list of needs.

“

[The group workshops were] less useful. Sometimes it
was quite frustrating that we had to come to them. The
sessions weren’t relevant to us – more start up artists.
We felt at the similar levels as the some of the advisers
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The grants have the potential to be transformative.

“

The grant has been invaluable – I wouldn’t have been
able to afford to make these necessary refurbishments
without it. It’s really unlocked a key asset for me and my
business

Even for those who had been unsuccessful or yet to hear the outcome of their
grant application, they recognised the value in the application process. Having
an adviser from StartEast spending time going through the application helped
them learn how best to communicate what they wanted to do and what pitfalls
will come their way, as well as what new audiences this grant could unlock for
them.
While overall experience was positive, some found the grant application process
onerous. As is often the case, applicants were required to provide three quotes
for any purchases. This was understood but for some was a challenge, as they
had no idea how to find a quote and what would have been a competitive price.
They were also requested to tender the request, which for one consultee only
received one response, which was the one StartEast themselves suggested.
This was thought to be more complicated than it needed it to be, noting they
needed help finding a supplier.
Furthermore, for one consultee, the communication from Norfolk County Council
was quite slow following the approval, as well as some confusion around invoice
reimbursement. This delay and confusion was a high risk for this small
organisation. It is a requirement for ERDF compliance that grant money be
spent before it is then reimbursed by the project, nonetheless the time between
spend and reimbursement should be kept to an absolute minimum (while
ensuring due diligence) to ensure cash flow issues are kept to a minimum.

3.2 Uniqueness of the programme
76% of respondents to the completion survey reported that there was no
comparable offer available elsewhere where they could access similar level
and quality of support from another organisation.
The adviser interviews provided an interesting insight into what makes the
programme unique. From these, it is clear that the thing that makes StartEast
unique to other cultural support is that is starts from the premise that making
money from your practice is not a bad thing. One adviser contrasts this to other
arts funding which requires repayment if, for example, more tickets are sold
than predicted.

“

StartEast is a completely different focus – enabling
people to make money and earn a good living – that is
really refreshing and really important

This premise does not sit easily with some from the sector, however the
approach – of raising aspirations for earnings – and the open conversation
about this, is one of the really unique features of the programme.

“

Generally, people feel that making money is a bad thing,
that they aren’t being true to their practice by making
money. The major task is converting what they do into
making a living – it is about being bold about what they
do want to do, not doing what they don’t want to do
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3.3 Motivations for taking part
The motivations among beneficiaries to take part in StartEast were a mixture of
push and pull factors. For some, StartEast had been highlighted as a
programme that was a good fit to resolve a particular need or knowledge gap
they had (pull factor), whilst others applied through a lack of relevant support
elsewhere (push factor) - or a mixture of the two.

Pull factors
Being able to connect with others was a real initial pull for beneficiaries –
where the fragmented nature of the creative sector across Norfolk and Suffolk
means that it’s not uncommon for practitioners and businesses to rarely have
the opportunity to meet others within their own sector. Connecting with others
were primarily driven by the potential for future collaborations, acting as a
sounding board for their own ideas, as well as getting a better understanding of
how they are doing themselves.

“

Whilst not yet collaborating with others on the
programme, [StartEast] has been great to see how I’m
doing myself, compared to others. Where I rarely get to
meet others working in similar organisations, it was
reassuring to hear about their businesses and that we’re
doing okay

There was similarly a strong pull for beneficiaries around funding. Whilst one
consultee highlighted their desire to receive training in securing core funding
through learning new best practice in fundraising, the majority were more
motivated by the opportunity to receive a small grant. These were typically to
build / refurbish a capital asset (e.g. a recording studio or IT / CRM system), or
to pay for an adviser to come into their organisation to provide bespoke support
on site, as well as their time off to attend these workshops.

Numerous consultees were at the early stage of their businesses’ development,
therefore support in developing a business plan was seen as fundamental
pull in starting to ‘think more strategically’. This ranged from knowing ‘how to
write one’, to being able to communicate their established creative skills and
offer within a business case.

“

I can do the music bit; that’s my strength and
experience… but not the formal business stuff

Improving their governance was a final key motivation for beneficiaries for
taking part in StartEast. For two consultees, while established and growing, they
recognised that to bring about real change in organisational culture and
entrepreneurial drive for growth, they would need to look at their governance
model and make-up. For both, they saw this coming from reviewing their board
of trustees, looking for StartEast’s help to professionalise the historical
members, as well as recruit for specific skills that the business will need to
expand.

Push factors
A lack of suitable bespoke support elsewhere was the main push factor for
beneficiaries to apply for StartEast. While there are resources available across
the two counties (e.g. Growth Hub), these were felt to be ill-fitting or lacking the
hands-on support that StartEast appeared to offer.

“

Had been involved with the East Enterprise Hub – did
an entrepreneur training – was great, but wasn’t very
catered. Some of the advisers didn’t get what I wanted,
so was looking for a programme more relevant to the
creative sector

A second lesser, but still evident push factor, was around curiosity - lead by
what was on offer, rather than to ‘fill gaps’. With no subscription cost to
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participate in StartEast, this was an opportunity to try new training, which they
may not have otherwise enrolled on (e.g. social media, tax, fundraising).

3.4 Main reasons participants left the programme
To gain a full picture for the strengths and weakness of the StartEast
programme, BOP conducted 14 interviews with ‘non-beneficiaries’ who attended
one or two events but did not continue to receive support. The key reasons for
not continuing included:
The content was below the level that was required. Mirroring feedback noted
by some beneficiaries, on enrolment it was found that the content of the
workshops to be below the level they needed; instead providing rather generic
advice aimed at startups, they feel they needed something more nuanced.

“

It is quite easy when someone is coming in at a fairly low
level… but when they are more advanced it can be more difficult
Sector focus. Two design focused consultees felt that the programme was not
for them down to the focus on performing arts.
An over emphasis on getting money. While resilience and commercialisation
is a key focus of StartEast and one of their USPs, for some this was felt to be
overly explicitly and in some cases alienating for those who were not for profit
businesses. For these businesses, it was more valuable to learn how to
articulate and develop their social impact, than to learn skills around fundraising.
Similarly, it was argued that for some, they weren’t yet ready to talk about
finances, and instead needed to first get their USP sorted.

“

It’s was too early to me to be thinking about money, as
well as some others I met. The offer and value
proposition needs to be determined first – the finances
come after that

Wasn't ready or couldn’t spare the time. At the very early stages of their
business or with other existing commitments, the time required to engage or the
time required to get themselves to a suitable level, either perceived or actual,
was shown to be a key reason for why participants dropped out.

“

The time and resources required to get me to a level I
could really engage was too great for me. Instead I
dropped out and secured a grant from a local business
for the event that was quickly approaching

Unclear offer and purpose. There was a view, although not one that is held
very widely that the offer and purpose of StartEast could be made clearer. In
these cases, they wished the guidelines had been a bit more specific on the
type and focus of support that would be provided. This, they felt, would have
equipped them to make a more informed decision.

3.5 Delivery and partnership
Partnership and governance. At the heart of the StartEast project is a
partnership between Norfolk County Council (the accountable body for the
grant), Suffolk County Council and the New Wolsey Theatre who are the
delivery body for the support. This partnership works both at an operational and
a strategic level.
The project operations are overseen by a steering group which membership
includes the partners mentioned above, representatives from the Local
Enterprise Partnership, the LEP’s Cultural Board, and sector organisations
across the two counties such as DanceEast, National Centre for Writing,
SeaChange Arts, Norfolk and Norwich Festival Bridge, and others. The steering
group meet monthly, alternating between Norwich and Ipswich. There are
twelve steering group members from sector organisations in total, with around
six or seven attending each time. The steering group is active in all operational
aspects of the programme and part of their role is to assess and agree all grant
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applications. The regularity of the meetings means member who attend are up
to date with the programme however, it is a significant unfunded time
commitment for some relatively small sector organisations. It may be hard for
some organisations to engage and sustain this level of engagement.
StartEast core team and project management. Advisers speak positively
about the core StartEast team at New Wolsey Theatre.

“

The StartEast team have a good way of talking about
the programme that matches participants expectations
with the service they get. They have a team which
100% comes from the sector, so they can speak the
language of the beneficiaries

In terms of project management and delivery, the project got off to an
unfortunate start when the original project director who was recruited in the
second quarter of 2017 had a period of absence and then subsequently
resigned during the autumn of 2017. The steering group acted quickly to put
interim arrangements in place, before a permanent director joined the
programme in spring 2018. However, this staffing issue as well as the
complexity of setting up a new project like this from scratch is likely to have
contributed to the what on consultee describes as the sense that “in the last
year they have been running to keep up a little bit”.
ERDF processes and paperwork are a commonly cited challenge for the project.
Although by all reports, the project team are adeptly overcoming these, there is
a frustration at the sense that their “hands are tied”. They report frequently
having to check the Norfolk County Council colleagues and DCLG about
eligibility for grants.
Hub and spoke model. The delivery model for support is through a hub and
spoke model. The relatively small core delivery team at New Wolsey Theatre
provide the core central relationship management function with participants.
This work is supported by external enterprise advisers who work with
participants on a needs basis. The commissioning and on-going management

of the external advisers has been a clear challenge for the project, although
consultees indicate that things are improving.

“

The team at StartEast are the glue between all the
advisers and the services

After the initial commissioning process where 25 individual advisers or
companies where selected, some of the advisers report being surprised that
there was a mini-competition process for small packages of work, sometimes as
small as a day or half day of work. This added to the administrative burden for
advisers and the project team alike. The number of advisers actively involved in
the project, participating in mini-tenders and delivering work fell from the pool of
30 to a core group around ten.
The project team have worked hard to try to re-engage the wider adviser pool
and they are learning how to develop contracts with flexibility to enable them to
be extended if there is demand. According to one adviser “the process has
hugely improved”.
The consultations with the advisers and project management team identified
some key challenges to delivering support in this way, many of which the project
team are already aware of and are working to improve.
— There is an inherent risk that although advisers are the face of StartEast to
participants, they are freelancers or from other organisations, many of which
only work for StartEast in a part time capacity. It can be a challenge to keep
advisers informed.
— Some advisers report to feel a bit “cast adrift” and some feel have little
knowledge of what else is on offer. Advisers indicate that it would be useful
to know what else is on offer to be able to advise participants more
accurately.

“

I don’t know what the other advisers are doing- there is
no coming together of advisers
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“

Support you get is quite dependent on the adviser you
get – no school of thought behind it. That is fine to have
an individual view – but there are no checks and
balances within it

— According to the advisers interviewed, advisers are only involved in
supporting the application process for one week towards the end of the
process. In some cases, it may be beneficial for advisers to be involved
sooner after the decision about going to full application has been made. It
may save participant time and energy overall and make for better thought out
applications.

— The system of procuring work ‘lots’ means that often, advisers see clients on
a one-off basis rather than building a relationship over time. Advisers cannot
arrange follow-up appointments; any follow-on activity needs to be requested
and then subsequently procured by the StartEast team. While some advisers
like this approach, others advocate a model that enables them to work with
more participants over the longer term.

— Some grant advisers indicate they don’t receive feedback from the steering
group about which applications have been successful and not and why. This
type of feedback would enable advisers to provide better advice to
participants.

— The system of ‘lots’ also constrains the project team’s flexibility to consult or
bring in an adviser with a specific skill set in for a short time or for a one off.

The interviews provided insight into an area of potential development for
StartEast. A number of the non-beneficiaries stopped engaging with StartEast
as they felt the programme was not able to cater for their specific needs to
develop new sector initiatives in the region – one a cultural venue and the other
a nascent screen development organisation. There is a real opportunity for
StartEast to support cultural initiatives which may fall outside the usual model to
build cultural infrastructure in the region.

— Those beneficiaries who successfully receive a grant do not receive a formal
follow up or package of support to maximise the impact of their grant.
— It is not always clear to advisers who provides the ongoing relationship client
management from the core StartEast team and how much ongoing
relationship management is happening.

Opportunities for StartEast

The project team are looking to hold more regular training sessions with them,
building on a recent training session they held with the grant advisers.
The project team have been adapting and improving the grant process. Earlier
on in the project, the approach was that advisers would recommend applicants.
Now, anyone can fill in an expression of interest which are assessed by a panel
of grant advisers. Successful expression of interests are invited to develop a full
application and participants are given four weeks to do this. After the draft
application is submitted, advisers have a week to support the final stages of the
application drafting and then recommend (or not) the grant to the steering
group. The steering group then makes a final decision.
The research has identified a few issues:
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4. Baselines and emerging
outcomes

Excluding businesses who started StartEast as pre-start ups, of the 33
respondents who provided estimates to the percentage change in their total
turnover, this averaged out at an increase of 22%.

The evaluation framework identifies five outcome areas for the programme.
This section sets out the baseline data and emerging outcomes available
against each of these outcome areas.

Although these are based on a small sample size, these findings are
encouraging, particularly given that it takes time for the impact to develop.
Some beneficiaries are still awaiting the outcome of their grant application,
which they recognise as being pivotal in unlocking a revenue generating asset.

This section draws on evidence from the beneficiary interviews, beneficiary
surveys, enrolment data and data from other business support providers.
The baseline data is based on enrolment data supplied by the programme in
June 2018, and therefore represents the starting conditions of participants
enrolled on StartEast. There are some gaps in the enrolment data collection.
For example, only 138 enterprises have responded to questions about attitudes
to growth. This represents best data available to date, however we anticipate
some change in the baseline as the data gaps are filled and new participants
join the programme.

4.1 Improved business performance and
resilience
Turnover. On enrolment, the reported turnover for the 111 available
respondents ranged from zero (13 participants) to over £150,000 a year. The
average turnover on enrolment was £18,100 a year.
On completion, for the 41 respondents who provided data, there was a close
split between those who’s turnover has grown (49%) and those who
stayed the same (46%) since enrolling on the StartEast programme. Only two
respondents (5%) reported their turnover falling.
When looking at the seven pre-start ups (i.e. hadn’t yet started trading) within
this sample, we find that all but two pre-start up has started trading since
enrolling on StartEast.

“

My turnover is much the same as before – the work
hasn’t changed much, but hoping it will in the coming
months. If the grant comes through, I can be more
focused on developing my software to working with
children with autism – so a bit early to say yet

Employment. On enrolment, full-time equivalent employment data is available
for 163 participants. These businesses employed a total of 138 full-time
equivalent workers, an average of 0.85 per business.
On completion, for the 40 respondents, the huge majority (90%) reported that
the number of people they employ has stayed the same since they
enrolled on the StartEast programme – which included all pre-start up
respondents. Just two respondents (who were established businesses) reported
an increase; one by 100% and one by 20%. No respondents reported a
decrease.
These findings are not surprising given the timing of this interim report and the
nature of the creative sector where the creative supply chain is characterised by
contract work and freelancers, rather than employing more people within firms.
Export and innovation. On enrolment, 30% of participants indicated they
worked internationally (n=104) and 63% developed a new product or service in
the last six months (n=103). The number of new products created in the last six
months ranged from one to twenty, although the majority (68%) where data is
available developed between one and three new products and services.
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level. No respondents reported that they are working less within these settings
since enrolling on StartEast.

4.2 Markets in social settings
On enrolment, 72% of participants indicated they work in a social setting. This
is higher than expected and curious when compared with the data from the
completion survey which finds that 60% (25 out of 42 respondents) work in
social settings, such as in health, education, youth or community work.
The most popular settings within these 25 were within communities (92%),
youth (young people outside school environment) (76%), and education (68%)
(Figure 7)
Figure 7 Social setting of respondents

Community

92%

Youth (young people outside
school environment)

76%

Education

An important aspect for enterprises working in social settings is an ability to
evidence their impact. Enrolment data from those that work in social settings
found that 63% agreed or strongly agreed with the statement ‘I feel able to
evidence the social impact of my work. On completion, this had fallen slightly to
56%, although the sample size is low.

68%

Health

Other (please specify)

From speaking with beneficiaries, three overarching reasons why respondents
are working more in social settings thanks to StartEast emerged. First, they
were able to make new connections within their local area, who already
operate within social settings. This was supported by findings from the
completion survey, were 73% either agreed or strongly agreed that they feel
connected with other arts organisations or businesses working in social settings
following the programme (Figure 8). Second, StartEast helped them to gain
valuable knowledge and confidence that they have an offer that can support
those within social settings. Third, these started StartEast as pre-start up
businesses and have now started trading for the first time within the social
setting.

44%

12%

Source: SE beneficiary completion survey (n=25)

On completing the 12 hours of support, on average, the revenue coming from
work in these social settings made up half (49.5%) of their total annual revenue
(n=25). Of those working in social settings, 46% report doing more work in
those settings following StartEast, with the remaining working at the same
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Figure 8 Evidence base and connectivity amongst those working in social
settings

Figure 9 Age of business on enrolment

More than 5 years
Agree

21%

Strongly Agree
More than 2 years but less than 5
years

I feel able to evidence the social
impact of my/our work

Less than 2 years
36%

22%
8%

20%
Less than 1 year

18%

Pre-start up
I feel connected with other arts
organisations/businesses working in
social setting

48%

24%

Source: SE beneficiary completion survey (n= 25)

31%

BOP Consulting, n= 72

4.3 New business activity

Of the eight pre-start ups (that joined the programme before they started
trading) which answered the completion review, all but one has started trading
since enrolling on StartEast.

New business activity comes from new start-up businesses and businesses relocating into the area.

4.4 Participants’ approach to growth

Enrolment data suggests that a significant proportion of StartEast participants
are either pre-start ups (31%) or within the first year of trading (18%). It will be
possible to track the performance of these through the completion and impact
survey as time progresses.
Of those enrolled in the programme so far, four have relocated to Norfolk or
Suffolk in the last year, 3% of those who answered that question.

A key objective for StartEast is to enable participants to develop a more positive
and proactive approach to growing their business.
To unpack this objective further, on completion of the programme, BOP
provided baseline questions for enrolment and then surveyed 42 businesses
asking questions around three broad areas:
— First, how the programme has impacted on their personal skills and attitudes
towards their business on completion.
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— Second, how well they feel equipped to grow their business in the future.
— Third, how the business itself is capable to grow in the future following
StartEast.
As shown in Figure 10, 83% of respondents felt they could articulate and
communicate their work's unique value on completion (n=42) which is similar
to that on enrolment (80%). Although there are examples of where the
programme has contributed to this.

“

Though I didn’t learn new skills, I do feel more confident
in my abilities that I had before, as well as knowing from
seeing other organisations that we are actually doing
pretty well – and should take pride in that. We have our
USP and we have a plan!

According to data collected so far, participants confidence in in their ability to
negotiate with clients or customers may have fallen slightly between
enrolment and completion from 75% to 68%, although this may be down to the
sample size rather than any real change. These are essential skills for marking
out their market offer and USP against competitors.
At the start of the programme, only 36% of enterprises felt connected to a
supportive business network, compared to 72% on completion. 67% saw
East Anglia as a great place for cultural enterprises. This is a key success
for StartEast. Given that three-quarters (76%) of respondents reported that
there was no comparable offer available elsewhere, the programmes ability to
develop social capital and networks will prove invaluable in brokering and
nurturing supply chains, as well as support networks across the fragmented
urban and rural regions.

“

A sense of being together was hugely valuable – more
so, than the actual business support. As a sole trader
working alone, it was great to be part of a community of
arts, and those who work with artists. This really helped
me build my confidence that I wasn’t alone, it gave me a
routine and it showed that I was actually pretty good at
what I do – and that there’s real potential for it

Figure 10 Personal skills and attitudes on completion

Agree

Strongly Agree

I can articulate and communicate my
work's unique value
I feel connected to a supportive
business network

I feel confident managing risk in my
business

30%

40%

I feel confident in my ability to
negotiate with clients/customers
East Anglia is a great place for
cultural enterprises

37%

46%

51%
32%
29%

17%

35%
22%

Source: SE beneficiary completion survey (n= 42)
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As shown in Figure 11, 98% of respondents felt they had a clear vision for
their business following StartEast which is higher than the 80% on enrolment.
This was backed up by the interviews with participants.

“
“

Agree

Thinking a lot more strategically than we did before.
Having a new board has had a huge impact on how we
govern and make decisions – where before it was quite
ad hoc, now it feels we are all working together for the
same goal – we have a clear vision!
I’ve learnt to work smarter – spending less time
searching for work and more time capitalising on
existing contacts and creating the actual work

This was complemented by a greater entrepreneurial approach to their
businesses. Figure 11 shows that, as a result of StartEast 90% feel they have
more ambition for their business, 92% feeling more motivated to grow
their business and 93% feeling more motivated and enthusiastic about
their business following StartEast.

“

Figure 11 As result of StartEast…

[StartEast] has really given me a new passion for my
business. I knew I had a good value proposition, but
from speaking with advisers and other people on the
course, it’s reaffirmed and motivated me to grow!

Strongly Agree

I am more motivated to grow my
business

29%

63%

I feel more motivated and
enthusiastic about my business

28%

65%

I have more ambition for my business

29%

61%

Source: SE beneficiary completion survey (n= 42)

The completion survey suggests that 85% are able to generate new
opportunities for their work/business, up from 77% on enrolment and 90%
felt they are responsive to the needs of their clients/customers.
Another outcome reported by consultees is generating new activity for
businesses – both through being proactive in creating new prospects for
business, as well as catering the offer to the market.

“

The grant provided a key asset for my business to
flourish in the future. I can now really offer something
unique that meets the needs of my clients, which isn’t
available anywhere outside London
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Linked to this, 61% reported they had clear financial goals for their
business on completion of StartEast up from 47% on enrolment.

“

My business strategy has vastly improved, with longer
term thinking – now know what forecast for the next
month. Before that I would have never done that

Figure 12 How participants view their business’ capability to grow in the
future
Agree

I am responsive to the needs of my
clients/customers

I am able to generate new
opportunities for my work/business

Strongly Agree

46%

51%

44%

4.5 Accessing and influencing business support
provision
Baseline
One of the key aims of the programme is to improve access to general business
support by the cultural sector. To determine a baseline for this data, three
business support providers were asked to provide baseline data. The data is of
varying quality.
The New Anglia Growth Hub provides general business cross sector support in
the region. To determine the number of cultural enterprises accessing support,
a bespoke SIC sector definition was developed by the project team and BOP
(see appendix). This rather broad definition of the sector includes some
education and health related activities as this was deemed to be in scope for the
project. However, it is not possible through the SIC definitions to separate
those in the education and health sector who are engaging with cultural
activities and those who are not. As Figure 13 suggests below, the number of
‘core’ cultural enterprises (i.e. excluding the health, education and residential
care figures) accessing support is very low.

34%
Figure 13 Enterprises accessing the New Anglia Growth Hub

I have clear financial goals for my
business

Source: SE beneficiary completion survey (n= 42)

54% 7%

Between August 2016 and August 2017

Number of business

Accessing support for the first time
Including
- Core cultural enterprises
- Health, education and residential
care

8

Actively being supported
Including
- Core cultural enterprises
- Health, education, residential care

76

5
3

39
37
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Figure 14 Other business support sources engaged by SE beneficiaries
Unltd provides support to social entrepreneurs who are looking to start up or
scale up their enterprise. It works nationally across sectors providing
mentoring, funding and investment advice. In August 2017, Unltd provided
information about their work in the New Anglia area. The best information they
could provide was based on applications for their grant programme.

Business support
provider

No. who
engaged

Type of support

Location

DanceEast

2

Specific

Suffolk

Menta

2

General

Suffolk

Between start of August 2016 and End of July 2017 there were 26 applications
and 12 successful awards for Unltd grants from companies in the Norfolk and
Suffolk area. Only two of these applicants identified themselves to be from the
creative/cultural sector. Out of the two creative and cultural organisations,
neither bid was successful.

New Anglia Growth Hub 2

General

Regional

Untld

2

Specific

National

Creative Leaders (NWC) 1

Specific

Norfolk

Eastern Enterprise Hub 1

General

Regional

School for Social
Entrepreneurs

1

Specific

National

Creative United
Creative United provides support to the cultural and creative industries. It works
nationally delivering a number of different business support. The most relevant
programme for baselining is data on the Prosper business support programme.
Data on applications has been provided for the financial year 2016/2017 and
covers the whole of the ‘East of England’ region.

Princes Trust

1

General

National

The Guild

1

Specific

Norfolk

During that period, there were 14 applications from companies located in region.
Applications covered a range of creative disciplines including music, performing
arts, visual arts, photography, festivals events, heritage, libraries, and
museums, with no clear dominant group. Mainly social enterprises and not for
profits. Vast majority are micro businesses with fewer than 5 employees.

Source: SE beneficiary completion survey

From interview, it was clear that StartEast had provided a first taster of what
high quality business support could achieve, particularly for emerging
businesses just starting out.

In terms of the completion survey, of the 43 respondents, 72% hadn’t received
any other business support from other providers aside from StartEast in the
last two years.
For those who had received support from other sources, there was a close split
between those which were specific to the artform and business type (e.g. for
CICs or a dance company) and those which were more general (e.g. The Prince
Trust and East Enterprise Hub). See Figure 14.
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4.6 Counterfactual
To understand what would have happened without the programme, we have
collected two sets of evidence.
The first is survey evidence from the completion survey which asked
participants to describe what would have happened without the StartEast
support – see Figure 15.
Figure 15 What would have happened without StartEast support?

Would have achieved similar
financial results

31%

Would have achieved similar
financial results but not as quickly

“

It’s going well - but would have been a year ahead by
now, if I had got that cash injection

14%

Would have achieved some but not
all of the financial results

31%

Would probably not have achieved
similar financial results
Would definitely not have achieved
similar financial results

In general, non-beneficiaries reported that their business ‘is doing fine’ – either
they are experiencing gradual but sustained growth or they are not in a position
to grow (or in some cases even trade). This was typically because they were
already established in the sector and had a strong pre-existing set of clients and
sector knowledge, which they have continued to work with through their existing
channels. It was, however, recognised that with the additional support of a grant
to develop a revenue making asset, they could have progressed a greater rate.

17%

8%

Source: BOP analysis of completion survey, n=36

The second, is from 14 interviews with ‘non-beneficiaries’ who dropped out
before their completion. By asking how their business is now, it provides a
valuable indication to understand the added value that StartEast may be giving
those who completed support.
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5. Conclusions and
recommendations
5.1 Conclusions
The StartEast programme is delivering high quality, much needed support to the
cultural sector in New Anglia. Despite some delays in the programme and early
staffing issues, delivery is catching up and the programme is starting to deliver
well on its ERDF outputs. The strong demand for the programme indicates a
latent demand for this type of support.
Participants are generally positive about the programme, on the whole they find
the support appropriate and valuable. It is providing support that would not
otherwise be available in New Anglia. Part of the project’s uniqueness is that is
based on the premise that making money from creative practice is acceptable
and even encouraged, which is distinct from many other artist support
programmes.
The Network Jams have been a strong feature of the first year of the
programme. These are a valuable opportunity for geographically dispersed,
sometime isolated practitioners to meet, share experiences, forge connections
and develop collaborations.

Initial indicators suggest a positive uplift in turnover for participants, something
that will be explored in more detail in the final report. The enrolment data
indicates a high proportion of participants are already working in social settings
when they join the programme. However, participants report to be doing more
work in these settings following completion of StartEast.
StartEast has been particularly successful in attracting early stage and start-up
enterprises. How this manifests in terms of economic impact and business
survival will become clearer over the next year.
One of the core programme’s aims is to change the attitudes, aspirations and
behaviours of participants. There is some early evidence that the support is
having an impact in this area with over 90% of participants indicating they have
more ambition for their business, are more motivated to grow and feel more
motivated and enthusiastic as a result of the StartEast support.
There is also early tentative evidence that StartEast is helping businesses feel
more connected, develop a clearer vision, set financial goals and generate new
opportunities for their businesses.
The overall level of engagement of the cultural sector with other business
support provision remains low. It should be possible for the programme to help
embed the needs of the sector in the general business support provision,
although a strategic approach to this is required.

The delivery model – that of a small core team and a wider network of advisers has provided challenges both in terms of commissioning and management.
However, the project team have been working to improve this. The process and
documentation required by the ERDF funding is constraining certain aspects of
delivery, however the team’s power to change this is limited.
The emerging outcomes findings presented are indicative. The sample size of
the quantitative survey data is still small and we would not have expected some
of the outcomes (particularly about longer term change) to have developed so
soon after support has been received. The final evaluation report will include
more detailed analysis of outcomes by sector and type of support received.
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5.2 Recommendations
Data collection. The StartEast team has worked hard to get a good CRM
system in place to capture participant enrolment information and data on their
support. They are keeping good records of the amount and type of support
provided. During this interim work, we have identified some gaps in data
collection, where it appears that key baseline information has not been collected
or uploaded. Accurate enrolment data will enable the final impact to be
ascertained much more accurately and we encourage the project to prioritise
this.
Stretching participants. Some participants found the initial workshops too
basic for their needs and feel they would have benefited from a higher level or
more stretching level of support. We recommend exploring mechanisms to
ascertain the required level of support before participants embark on topic
workshops or seminars, perhaps through a more formal business diagnostic
process.

recommend more feedback to advisers on the decisions the steering group
make to improve transparency for advisers and to potential applicants. We
would also encourage the careful monitoring of the time burden on the steering
group for the grant decision-making process, particular as the steering group
includes some small organisations who may find it hard to commit additional
unfunded time.
Explore how StartEast could contribute to new cultural infrastructure
projects. Some of those participants who did not continue with support past
the first event or two, have specific needs for support to develop cultural
infrastructure projects such as a new cultural venue or sector organisation.
Although these enterprises are different from the usual type of cultural
enterprise, StartEast may want to consider how they could support such
initiatives.

Enable longer-term support. Whilst some participants were able to see the
same adviser a few times over a period of weeks and months, to help set and
monitor progress towards longer term goals, this wasn’t offered to all. Having a
named adviser would be helpful for some. We recommend exploring if/how this
could work, given the constraints on commissioning process.
Share with and listen to advisers. The diversity and experience of the adviser
group is a real asset of the project. Advisers may feel more engaged with
StartEast if they had more opportunities to share with each other and influence
the over project approach. Advisers see a value in understand better what other
advisers are doing and what they can offer. StartEast are planning to undertake
more group training sessions for advisers. This would improve communication
and sharing significantly.
Continue to adapt the grant approval process and improve transparency.
This report has identified some room for improvement in terms of the grant
process. Firstly, consideration of whether it would make for better applications if
advisers were able to work with applicants for a longer period. Secondly, we
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6. Appendix
6.1 List of consultees
Beneficiaries
— Amber Onat Gregory – Artistic Director, Frozen Light Theatre
— Daisy Lees – Director, Arts La’Olam
— Gavin Whitting – Gavin Whitting
— Jane Cox – General Manager, John Peel Centre
— Remi Morrison – Founder, Red Cactus Media
— Will Hurt – Will Hurt

Project team
— Rachel Tarkenter, StartEast Director
— Genine Sumner, Senior Producer

Advisers
— Martin Gent
— Meeta Thareja
— Sue Lawther
— Alistair Winch
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6.2 Theory of change
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6.3 Project targets
Objective

Targets

— To deliver effective, targeted, specialist business support to
SMEs and start-ups in the cultural sector, with the purpose of
establishing an enterprising, entrepreneurial approach to
growth.

— To support at least 180 enterprises
— To develop pathways to enable at least 30 potential cultural entrepreneurs, to be
enterprise ready
— To increase early stage survival rates, ensuring that all these enterprises continue
trading during the course of the project
— To increase productivity in at least 60 of these enterprises
— To ensure that at least 60 of these enterprises are developing plans and taking actions
— To create at least 10 new jobs in the enterprises supported.

— To ensure sustainable opportunities for cultural businesses to
access growth and support. This involves working with other
business support providers to embed the needs of the sector
in this support.

— To double the number of cultural enterprises seeking advice and support from the New
Anglia Growth Hub
— To double the number of cultural enterprises, from New Anglia LEP area, seeking advice
and support from Creative United
— To quadruple the number of cultural enterprises, from New Anglia LEP area, seeking
advice and support from UnLtd
— To embed enterprise and entrepreneurship in the talent development programmes of
New Anglia’s cultural sector.

— To develop a network of cultural enterprises working locally in
education, youth, health and community settings.

— To support at least 15 cultural enterprises working in this area

— To reach, engage and support a diverse range of people,
ensuring that the cultural enterprises supported reflect the
diversity of our community.

— 50% of participants in the scheme to be women

— To ensure that at least 15 enterprises working in this area are still trading by the end of
the project.

— 5% of participants in the scheme to be BAME
— 5% of participants to be registered disabled.
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6.4 Sector SIC definition
Sector

SIC

Core cultural sector
Book publishing

58.11

Sound Recording and music publishing activities

59.20

Performing Arts

90.01

Support Activities to the Performing Arts

90.02

Artistic Creation

90.03

Operation of Arts Facility

90.04

TV and film production, post-production and distribution

59.11, 59.12, 59.13 and
59.14

Broadcasting (radio and TV)

60.10, 60.20

Photography

74.20

Some craft design activities

32.12 and 74.1

Video game publishing

58.21

Health, education and social care
Cultural education

85520

Other education

85590

Educational support services

85600

Other human health services

86900

Residential care activities for learning difficulties, mental health and
substance abuse

87200

Residential care activities for the elderly and disabled

87300

Other residential care activities

87900
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